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FREQUENCY DIVISION 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The invention relates to a method of operating a fre 
quency divider and to a frequency divider. The invention 
relates moreover to a communication device, to a phase 
locked-loop frequency synthesizer and to a radio frequency 
front end including such a frequency divider. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

A frequency divider enables a frequency division of an 
input signal With a knoWn division ratio, in order to obtain 
a signal having a desired frequency. 

Frequency dividers are employed for example in radio 
frequency (RF) front-ends used for Wireless data transmis 
sions, and more speci?cally in phase-locked loop (PLL) 
architectures of frequency synthesizers of such RF front 
ends. 

Conventional frequency dividers include a dual-modulus 
prescaler and tWo programmable counters. The respectively 
required division ratio is set by programming the counters. 
As described in the document ‘A Family of LoW-PoWer 

Truly Modular Programmable Dividers in Standard 0.35-um 
CMOS Technology’, IEEE Journal of solid-state circuits, 
vol. 35, No. 7, July 2000, by Cicero S. Vaucher, Igor 
Ferencic, Matthias Locher, Sebastian Sedvallson, Urs 
Voegeli and Zhenhua Wang, such conventional frequency 
dividers have several disadvantages, though. 
A frequency divider making use of counters is not based 

on a modular concept. Moreover, the counters represent a 
substantial load at the output of the dual-modulus prescaler, 
Which results in a high poWer consumption of the frequency 
divider. This is of particular disadvantage When the fre 
quency divider is to be used in mobile devices. Further, the 
use of counters in addition to a prescaler implies a higher 
effort for design and layout of the frequency divider. 

In the cited document ‘A Family of LoW-PoWer Truly 
Modular Programmable Dividers in Standard 0.35-um 
CMOS Technology’, it is therefore proposed to use instead 
a modular frequency divider Which is based on 2/3 divider 
cells. 

The basic architecture of such a modular frequency 
divider is illustrated in the block diagram of FIG. 1. 

The frequency divider comprises n 2/3 divider cells 15-1, 
15-2, 15-3, . . . , 15-n arranged in a chain, Where n is a natural 

number. The frequency divider enables a programmable 
division of an input frequency. Each divider cell 15-1 to 15-n 
includes to this end tWo functional blocks (not shoWn). 

The ?rst functional block of a divider cell 15-x is a 
prescaler logic block, Which divides the frequency of an 
input signal and Which outputs a frequency divided signal 
Fx, Where x:1 to n is the ordinal number of a respective 
divider cell. For the frequency division, the prescaler logic 
block can use a division ratio of tWo or a division ratio of 

three. The signal F,C output by the n—1 ?rst divider cells 
15-x:15-1 to 15-(n-1) is provided to the respective next 
divider cell 15-(x+1):15-2 to 15-(n) in the divider chain. 

The second functional block of a divider cell 15-1 to 15-n 
is an end-of-cycle logic block, Which determines the divi 
sion ratio to be used by the prescaler logic block of the same 
divider cell. The end-of-cycle logic block of each divider 
cell 15-1 to 15-n receives a dedicated control signal pO to 
pn_l via a programming input. The end-of-cycle logic block 
of the last divider cell 15-n in the divider chain receives in 
addition a ?xed end-of-cycle signal mod” via a feedback 
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2 
input. The end-of-cycle logic block of all other divider cells 
15-x, With x:1 to (n-l), receives in addition via a feedback 
input an end-of-cycle signal mod7C output by the end-of-cycle 
logic block of the respective next divider cell 15-(x+1) in the 
divider chain. 
The divider cells 15-1 to 15-n are programmed by setting 

the division ratio control signals pO to pn_l. 
During a division operation, the ?rst divider cell 15-1 

receives an input signal FM and provides a frequency divided 
signal F 1 to the second divider cell 15-2. Each further divider 
cell 15-x, With x:2 to n, receives a signal F,€_l from the 
respective preceding divider cell 15-(x-1) in the division 
chain and outputs a further frequency divided signal Fx. By 
default, each divider cell 15-1 to 15-n divides an input signal 
by tWo. 
Upon completion of a division cycle, hoWever, the last 

divider cell 15-n in the divider chain generates an end-of 
cycle signal mod _l, Which propagates With each clock cycle 
of a respective input signal F,C to a respective preceding 
divider cell 15-x as an end-of-cycle signal modx, With x:n—1 
doWn to 1. The term division cycle refers to the current clock 
period of the signal F” output by the last divider cell 15-n. 
The signal modn_l forms at the same time the output signal 
Four of the frequency divider. 
When the end-of-cycle signal mod,C becomes active at the 

feedback input of an end-of-cycle logic block, the end-of 
cycle logic block controls the prescaler logic block of the 
same divider cell 15-x in a Way that the division ratio applied 
by the prescaler logic block is tWo or three. An active signal 
modx at the feedback input enables a divider cell 15-x to 
divide the frequency of an input signal F _1 once by three, 
provided that the control signal p,C at the programming input 
is set to ‘1’. OtherWise, a division by tWo is carried out as 
before. 
By choosing appropriate control signals pO to pn_l for the 

divider cells 15-1 to 15-n of the divider chain, the total 
division ratio of the frequency divider can thus be set to a 
desired value. 
The presented modular frequency divider offers various 

advantages When used for an Integer-N division, that is, for 
a division of an available frequency by an integer factor N. 
The modular approach and the easy optimiZation for a loW 
poWer consumption alloW using this divider architecture in 
Integer-N PLL architectures of frequency synthesiZers. 

HoWever, While this modular frequency divider is Well 
suited for an Integer-N PLL operation, it is not suited for a 
Fractional-N PLL operation, in Which an available fre 
quency is to be divided by a fractional factor N. 

In an Integer-N division, the division ratio control signals 
are adjusted once for a desired output frequency. These 
division ratio control signals can then be maintained until 
another output frequency is desired. For a Fractional-N 
division, in contrast, the division ratio control signals have 
to be varied repeatedly for achieving the desired output 
frequency. 
A Fractional-N PLL requires more speci?cally a fre 

quency divider that is able to sWitch the division ratio for 
each division cycle Without latency. This is necessary, 
because a delta-sigma modulator, Which usually provides the 
division ratio control signals for a frequency divider inside 
a Fractional-N PLL, changes the control signals after each 
period of a reference frequency representing the desired 
output frequency. In a Fractional-N mode, the division ratio 
Will thus be changed during a respective division cycle. This 
poses the problem that the division is performed With the old 
division ratio in divider cells that have been passed in the 
division cycle, and With the neW division ratio in divider 
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cells that Will only be passed after the change of the control 
signals. The result is an invalid division ratio for the current 
division cycle. 

Therefore, mostly the conventional frequency dividers, 
consisting of a multi-modulus prescaler and tWo counters, 
are still used for realizing a Fractional-N PLL of a frequency 
synthesizer. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is an object of the invention to enhance conventional 
frequency divisions. It is in particular an object of the 
invention to enable Fractional-N divisions by means of a 
modular frequency divider. 
A method of operating a frequency divider is proposed. 

The frequency divider includes a plurality of divider cells 
arranged in a chain. Each divider cell is adapted to divide a 
frequency of an input signal With one of at least tWo enabled 
division ratios in accordance With an applied division ratio 
control signal. Further, each divider cell but the last one in 
the chain is adapted to provide a frequency divided signal as 
an input signal for a respective next divider cell in the chain. 
The proposed method comprises receiving and buffering a 
neW division ratio control signal for each of the divider cells. 
Further, the proposed method comprises synchronizing an 
application of the buffered division ratio control signals to 
the divider cells With a status of a current division cycle. 

Moreover, a frequency divider is proposed Which com 
prises a plurality of divider cells arranged in a chain, each 
divider cell being adapted to divide a frequency of an input 
signal With one of at least tWo enabled division ratios in 
accordance With an applied division ratio control signal, and 
each divider cell but the last one in this chain being adapted 
to provide a frequency divided signal as an input signal for 
a respective next divider cell in the chain. The proposed 
frequency divider further comprises at least one synchroni 
zation component adapted to receive and buffer a neW 
division ratio control signal for each of the divider cells, to 
apply the buffered division ratio control signal to the divider 
cells, and to synchronize an application of the bu?cered 
division ratio control signals to the divider cells With a status 
of a current division cycle. 

The proposed frequency divider can be an Integer-N 
and/or Fractional-N frequency divider. 

Moreover, a PLL frequency synthesizer, an RF front-end 
and a communication device are proposed, each comprising 
the proposed frequency divider. The proposed communica 
tion device can be for instance a mobile terminal, but equally 
any other communication device making use of frequency 
dividers for generating a desired frequency. 

Finally, a communication system is proposed, Which 
comprises at least one communication device With the 
proposed frequency divider. 

The proposed communication system can be in particular 
a Global System for Mobile communications (GSM), a 
Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) based 
system or a High Speed DoWnlink Packet Access (HSDPA) 
based system, but equally any other communication system 
making use of frequency dividers for generating a desired 
frequency. 

The invention proceeds from the consideration that for a 
proper frequency division, a change of division ratio control 
signals should not affect an ongoing division cycle. It is 
therefore proposed that the application of neW division ratio 
control signals to the divider cells is synchronized With a 
status of a respective division cycle. The term division cycle 
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4 
refers to a signal period of the signal output by the last 
divider cell of a chain of divider cells. 

It is an advantage of the invention that it alloWs providing 
neW division ratio control signals to a modular divider chain 
at a suitable point of time of a division cycle. With this 
approach, a modular concept can be used as Well for a 
Fractional-N division. 
Compared to conventional solutions for Fractional-N 

divisions, a modular concept results in a loWer poWer 
consumption. Further, it enables a simple poWer optimiza 
tion by scaling static and dynamic currents according to the 
maximum frequency in each divider cell. Moreover, the 
modular approach drastically reduces design and veri?ca 
tion efforts. 

In one embodiment of the invention, the last divider cell 
in a chain of divider cells provides an end-of-cycle signal 
Whenever it has completed a division cycle. 
An end-of-cycle signal provided by the last divider cell 

propagates from the last divider cell via all divider cells in 
the chain to a ?rst divider cell in the chain. Each of the 
divider cells uses a ?rst one of the at least tWo division ratios 
by default. Only When receiving an end-of-cycle signal, a 
divider cell uses the second one of the at least tWo division 
ratios once, if required by a currently applied division ratio 
control signal. The status of a division cycle Which is 
considered for synchronizing the application of the division 
ratio control signals to the divider cells may then be related 
to this end-of-cycle signal. 
The status could be given for instance When the end-of 

cycle signal is provided by the last divider cell. Thereby, it 
can be ensured that the neW division ratio control signals 
Will be considered for all divisions of the next division cycle 
in Which the second division ratio might have to be 
employed. All divisions Which have already been carried out 
at this point of time for the next division cycle by the divider 
cells except for the last had to be based on the ?rst division 
ratio anyhoW, as no end-of-cycle signal Was present. The 
presence of an end-of-cycle signal can be monitored to this 
end. 
The at least tWo enabled division ratios may comprise 

exactly tWo division ratios or more division ratios. Further, 
the enabled division ratios may be tWo and three, as in the 
knoWn 2/3 divider cells, but equally any other combination 
of division ratios. Regardless of the enabled division ratios, 
it should only be taken care that a change of the division 
ratio control signals does not affect the current division 
cycle. 

Other objects and features of the present invention Will 
become apparent from the folloWing detailed description 
considered in conjunction With the accompanying draWings. 
It is to be understood, hoWever, that the draWings are 
designed solely for purposes of illustration and not as a 
de?nition of the limits of the invention, for Which reference 
should be made to the appended claims. It should be further 
understood that the draWings are not draWn to scale and that 
they are merely intended to conceptually illustrate the struc 
tures and procedures described herein. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES 

FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram of a conventional 
modular frequency divider; 

FIG. 2 is a schematic block diagram of a system according 
to an embodiment of the invention; and 

FIG. 3 is a How chart illustrating the operation in the 
system of FIG. 1. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

FIG. 2 schematically presents a system employing a 
modular frequency divider Which enables a Fractional-N 
division. 

The system comprises by Way of example a mobile station 
MS 20 and a base station BS 30. 

The mobile station 20 includes an RF front-end 21 With a 
PLL frequency synthesiZer 22. 

The PLL frequency synthesiZer 22 comprises a signal 
generator 23 generating a radio frequency signal PM, a 
delta-sigma modulator 24 and a frequency divider 25. The 
signal generator 23 can be for example a voltage controlled 
oscillator. The delta-sigma modulator 24, the signal genera 
tor 23, and the frequency divider 25 may form part, for 
instance, of a Fractional-N PLL. 

The frequency divider 25 includes a chain of n 2/3 divider 
cells 26-1, 26-2, 26-3, . . . , 26-n, Where n is a natural 

number. For each divider cell 26-1 to 26-n, the static and 
dynamic currents are scaled according to the maximum 
frequency Which is to be processed, in order to optimiZe the 
poWer consumption of the frequency divider 25. The fre 
quency divider 25 enables a programmable division of an 
input frequency. 

The structure of the divider chain corresponds exactly to 
the structure of the divider chain presented above With 
reference to FIG. 1. 

Thus, each divider cell 26-1 to 26-n includes tWo func 
tional blocks (not shoWn). 

The ?rst functional block of a divider cell 26-x is a 
prescaler logic block, Which divides the frequency of an 
input signal and Which outputs a frequency divided signal 
Fx, Where x:l to n is the ordinal number of a respective 
divider cell. For the frequency division, the prescaler logic 
block can use a division ratio of tWo or a division ratio of 

three. The signal F,C output by the n-l ?rst divider cells 
26-x :26-1 to 26-(n-l) is provided to the respective next 
divider cell 26-(x+l):26-2 to 26-(n) in the divider chain. 

The second functional block of a divider cell 26-1 to 26-n 
is an end-of-cycle logic block, Which determines the divi 
sion ratio to be used by the prescaler logic block of the same 
divider cell. The end-of-cycle logic block of each divider 
cell 26-1 to 26-n receives a dedicated control signal pO to 
pn_l via a programming input. The end-of-cycle logic block 
of the last divider cell 26-n in the divider chain receives in 
addition a ?xed end-of-cycle signal mod” via a feedback 
input. The end-of-cycle logic block of all other divider cells 
26-x, With x:l to (n-l), receives in addition via a feedback 
input an end-of-cycle signal mod7C output by the end-of-cycle 
logic block of the respective next divider cell 26-(x+l) in the 
divider chain. 

The divider cells 26-1 to 26-n can be programmed by 
setting the division ratio control signals pO to pn_ 1. 

In the frequency divider 25, moreover a respective latch 
27-1 to 27-n is associated to each divider cell 26-1 to 26-n. 
A respective output of the delta-sigma modulator 24 is 
connected to an input of each of the latches 27-1 to 27-n. 
Further, the output of the end-of-cycle logic of the last 
divider cell 26-n is connected in addition to a control input 
of all latches 27-1 to 27-n. , While the output of each latch 
27-1 to 27-n is connected to a programming input of the 
respectively associated divider cell 26-1 to 26-n. 

Finally, an output of the signal generator 23 is connected 
to the prescaler logic block of the ?rst divider cell 26-1. 
When an RF signal is to be transmitted from the mobile 

station 20 to the base station 30, the signal generator 23 
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6 
provides an RF signal Fin having a knoWn radio frequency 
to the ?rst divider cell 26-1 of the divider chain. The divider 
chain divides the frequency of the received signal Fin based 
on a respectively provided set of division ratio control 
signals pO to pn_ 1, as presented in the above cited document 
“A Family of LoW-PoWer Truly Modular Programmable 
Dividers in Standard 0.35-um CMOS Technology”, Which is 
incorporated by reference herein for background. 

During a division operation, the ?rst divider cell 26-1 thus 
divides the input signal FM and provides the frequency 
divided signal F1 to the second divider cell 26-2. Each 
further divider cell 26-x , With x:2 to n, receives a signal 
F,€_l from the respective preceding divider cell 26-(x-l) in 
the division chain and outputs a further frequency divided 
signal Fx. By default, each divider cell 26-1 to 26-n divides 
an input signal by tWo. 
Upon completion of a division cycle, the last divider cell 

26-n in the divider chain generates an end-of-cycle signal 
modn_l, Which propagates With each clock cycle of a respec 
tive input signal F,C to a respective preceding divider cell 
26-x as an end-of-cycle signal modx, With x:n—l doWn to l. 
The term division cycle refers to the current clock period of 
the signal P” output by the last divider cell 26-n. The signal 
mod,q_l forms at the same time the output signal Fol” of the 
frequency divider 25. 
When the end-of-cycle signal mod,C becomes active at the 

feedback input of an end-of-cycle logic block, the end-of 
cycle logic block controls the prescaler logic block of the 
same divider cell 26-x in a Way that the division ratio applied 
by the prescaler logic block is tWo or three. An active signal 
mod7C at the feedback input enables a divider cell 26-x to 
divide the frequency of an input signal P _1 once by three, 
provided that the control signal px_l at the programming 
input is set to ‘1’. If the division ratio control signal p,€_l is 
set to ‘0’ When the end-of-cycle signal mod,C becomes active, 
the prescaler logic block of the divider cell 26-x continues 
dividing the received signal F,€_l by tWo. 

Moreover, the delta-sigma modulator 24 receives a ?xed 
reference frequency Pref that may be derived from a system 
clock. The delta-sigma modulator 24 selects division ratio 
control signals pO to pn_l, Which result in a total division 
ratio of the divider chain required for achieving the desired 
output frequency. The selection is carried out by the delta 
sigma modulator 24 after each period of the reference 
frequency. For an Integer-N division, the same set of divi 
sion ratio control signals Will be selected after each period 
of the reference frequency Ere], a respective set comprising 
one control signal for each divider cell 26-1 to 26-n. For a 
Fractional-N division, a neW set of division ratio control 
signals Will be selected after each period of the reference 
frequency Pref. 
The sWitching betWeen different sets of division ratio 

control signals in the system of FIG. 2 during a Fractional-N 
division Will noW be described With reference to the How 
chart of FIG. 3. 
The divider chain starts off With dividing the frequency of 

a signal Fin received by the radio frequency generator 23 
With a ?rst set of division ratio control signals pO to pn_l 
(step 301). The ?rst set of division ratio control signals pO to 
pn_l can be for example a default set. 

In the case of a Fractional-N division, the delta-sigma 
modulator 24 outputs varying sets of division ratio control 
signals pO to pn_ 1 With each period of the reference frequency 
Pref. A respectively neW set of division ratio control signals 
pO to pn_ 1 is not provided directly to the programming inputs 
of the divider cells 26-1 to 26-n, though. Instead, each 
division ratio control signal p,€_l of a neW set of control 
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signals pO to pn_l is provided to the latch 27-x having a 
corresponding ordinal number x (step 302). Each latch 27-1 
to 27-n bulfers the received division ratio control signal pO 
to pn_l. 
An end-of-cycle signal mod,q_l output by the last divider 

cell 26-n is provided in addition to the control input of all 
latches 27-1 . . . 27-n. Each latch 27-1 to 27-n monitors 

Whether the end-of-cycle signal mod,q_l becomes active 
(step 303). 
As long as it is determined that no active end-of-cycle 

signal modn_l is received (step 304), the monitoring is 
continued (step 303). 
When the latches 27-1 to 27-n determine, in contrast, that 

an active end-of-cycle signal modn_l is received (step 304), 
they forWard the bu?fered division ratio control signals pO to 
pn_l to the divider cells 26-1 to 26-n (step 305). 

Thereupon, the divider cells 26-1 to 26-n proceed With a 
neW division cycle Which is based on the neW set of division 
ratio control signals pO to pn_l (step 306). 

The procedure is repeated beginning With step 302 as 
soon as neW control signals are required again, that is, With 
each neW period of the reference frequency Pref. 

The signal Pout output by the frequency divider 25 can 
then be further processed in the frequency synthesiZer 22. 
For example the output signal Fol” could be connected to a 
phase frequency detector input of an Integer-N or a Frac 
tional-N PLL. 
A Fractional-N PLL typically includes a phase frequency 

detector (not shoWn), Which is connected via a charge pump 
(not shoWn) and a loop ?lter (not shoWn) to the signal 
generator 23. The output of the signal generator 23 corre 
sponds in this case to the output of the PLL frequency 
synthesiZer 22 and is connected in addition to the input of 
the frequency divider 25. The output of the frequency 
divider 25 is connected to the phase frequency detector. The 
delta-sigma modulator 24 may either receive the output 
signal of the frequency divider 25 or alternatively a refer 
ence clock Pref, as indicated in FIG. 2. 
An Integer-N PLL typically comprises the same compo 

nents as a Fractional-N PLL, except for the delta-sigma 
modulator 24. 

The PLL frequency synthesiZer 22 can be used for 
instance for providing a local oscillator signal for a trans 
mitter chain as a carrier frequency for a signal Which is to be 
transmitted to the base station 30, or for providing a local 
oscillator signal for a receiver chain processing signals 
received from the base station 30. 

It becomes apparent that With the presented approach, a 
programming of the divider chain With neW division ratio 
control signals is synchronized With a respective division 
cycle. Thereby, the use of tWo different sets of division ratio 
control signals by the divider cells 26-1 to 26-n Within a 
single division cycle can be avoided. 

It is to be understood that a corresponding RF front-end 
could be implemented in the base station 30 as Well. It is 
only of particular advantage for a mobile device 20, as here 
the poWer reduction enabled by the modular architecture is 
of particular relevance. 

While there have been shoWn and described and pointed 
out fundamental novel features of the invention as applied to 
a preferred embodiment thereof, it Will be understood that 
various omissions and substitutions and changes in the form 
and details of the devices and methods described may be 
made by those skilled in the art Without departing from the 
spirit of the invention. For example, it is expressly intended 
that all combinations of those elements and/ or method steps 
Which perform substantially the same function in substan 
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8 
tially the same Way to achieve the same results are Within the 
scope of the invention. Moreover, it should be recogniZed 
that structures and/or elements and/or method steps shoWn 
and/or described in connection With any disclosed form or 
embodiment of the invention may be incorporated in any 
other disclosed or described or suggested form or embodi 
ment as a general matter of design choice. It is the intention, 
therefore, to be limited only as indicated by the scope of the 
claims appended hereto. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method of operating a frequency divider, Which 

frequency divider includes a plurality of divider cells 
arranged in a chain, each divider cell being adapted to divide 
a frequency of an input signal With one of at least tWo 
enabled division ratios in accordance With an applied divi 
sion ratio control signal, and each divider cell but the last 
one in said chain being adapted to provide a frequency 
divided signal as an input signal for a respective next divider 
cell in said chain, said method comprising: 

receiving and buffering a neW division ratio control signal 
for each of said divider cells; and 

synchronizing an application of said bu?fered division 
ratio control signals to said divider cells With a status of 
a current division cycle. 

2. The method according to claim 1, Wherein each of said 
divider cells uses a ?rst one of said at least tWo division 
ratios by default, Wherein said last divider cell in said chain 
provides an end-of-cycle signal Whenever it has completed 
a division cycle, Wherein an end-of-cycle signal provided by 
said last divider cell propagates from said last divider cell 
via all divider cells in said chain to a ?rst divider cell in said 
chain, each divider cell using said second one of said at least 
tWo division ratios once When receiving an end-of-cycle 
signal, if required by a currently applied division ratio 
control signal, and Wherein said status of a division cycle is 
related to said end-of-cycle signal. 

3. The method according to claim 1, Wherein said last 
divider cell in said chain provides an end-of-cycle signal 
Whenever it has completed a division cycle, Wherein syn 
chroniZing an application of bu?fered division ratio control 
signals comprises monitoring a presence of an end-of-cycle 
signal provided by said last divider cell and forWarding 
bu?cered division ratio control signals to said divider cells 
Whenever such an end-of-cycle signal is detected. 

4. The method according to claim 1, Wherein said at least 
tWo division ratios comprise a ?rst division ratio of tWo and 
a second division ratio of three. 

5. A frequency divider comprising: 
a plurality of divider cells arranged in a chain, each 

divider cell being adapted to divide a frequency of an 
input signal With one of at least tWo enabled division 
ratios in accordance With an applied division ratio 
control signal, and each divider cell but the last one in 
said chain being adapted to provide a frequency divided 
signal as an input signal for a respective next divider 
cell in said chain; and 

at least one synchroniZation component adapted to receive 
and buffer a neW division ratio control signal for each 
of said divider cells, to apply said bu?fered division 
ratio control signal to said divider cells, and to syn 
chroniZe an application of said bu?fered division ratio 
control signals to said divider cells With a status of a 
current division cycle. 

6. The frequency divider according to claim 5, Wherein 
each of said divider cells is adapted to use a ?rst one of said 
at least tWo division ratios by default, Wherein said last 
divider cell in said chain is adapted to provide an end-of 
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cycle signal Whenever it has completed a division cycle, 
wherein said divider cells are adapted to cause a propagation 
of an end-of-cycle signal provided by said last divider cell 
from said last divider cell via all divider cells in said chain 
to a ?rst divider cell in said chain, each divider cell being 
adapted to use said second one of said at least tWo division 
ratios once When receiving an end-of-cycle signal, if 
required by a currently applied division ratio control signal, 
and Wherein said status of a division cycle is related to said 
end-of-cycle signal. 

7. The frequency divider according to claim 5, Wherein 
said last divider cell in said chain is adapted to provide an 
end-of-cycle signal Whenever it has completed a division 
cycle, and Wherein for synchronizing an application of 
buffered division ratio control signals, said at least one 
synchronization component is adapted to monitor a presence 
of an end-of-cycle signal provided by said last divider cell 
and to forWard buffered division ratio control signals to said 
divider cells Whenever such an end-of-cycle signal is 
detected. 

8. The frequency divider according to claim 5, Wherein 
said at least one synchronization component comprises a 
plurality of latches, each latch being associated to a different 
one of said divider cells, each latch being adapted to receive 
and buffer a control signal for an associated divider cell and 
to forWard a buffered control signal to said divider cell upon 
receipt of a predetermined signal. 

9. The frequency divider according to claim 5, Wherein 
each of said divider cells is a 2/3 divider cell Which is 
adapted to divide an input signal either With a division ratio 
of tWo or With a division ratio of three. 

10. A phase-locked-loop frequency synthesizer compris 
ing a frequency divider With: 

a plurality of divider cells arranged in a chain, each 
divider cell being adapted to divide a frequency of an 
input signal With one of at least tWo enabled division 
ratios in accordance With an applied division ratio 
control signal, and each divider cell but the last one in 
said chain being adapted to provide a frequency divided 
signal as an input signal for a respective next divider 
cell in said chain; and 

at least one synchronization component adapted to receive 
and buffer a neW division ratio control signal for each 
of said divider cells, to apply said buffered division 
ratio control signal to said divider cells, and to syn 
chronize an application of said buffered division ratio 
control signals to said divider cells With a status of a 
current division cycle. 

11. The phase-locked-loop frequency synthesizer accord 
ing to claim 10, Wherein said phase-locked-loop frequency 
synthesizer is adapted to operate With control signals for a 
division of a frequency With at least one of an integer 
division ratio and/or a fractional division ratio. 

12. A radio front-end for a communication device, said 
radio front-end comprising a frequency divider With: 
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10 
a plurality of divider cells arranged in a chain, each 

divider cell being adapted to divide a frequency of an 
input signal With one of at least tWo enabled division 
ratios in accordance With an applied division ratio 
control signal, and each divider cell but the last one in 
said chain being adapted to provide a frequency divided 
signal as an input signal for a respective next divider 
cell in said chain; and 

at least one synchronization component adapted to receive 
and buffer a neW division ratio control signal for each 
of said divider cells, to apply said buffered division 
ratio control signal to said divider cells, and to syn 
chronize an application of said buffered division ratio 
control signals to said divider cells With a status of a 
current division cycle. 

13. A communication device comprising a frequency 
divider With: 

a plurality of divider cells arranged in a chain, each 
divider cell being adapted to divide a frequency of an 
input signal With one of at least tWo enabled division 
ratios in accordance With an applied division ratio 
control signal, and each divider cell but the last one in 
said chain being adapted to provide a frequency divided 
signal as an input signal for a respective next divider 
cell in said chain; and 

at least one synchronization component adapted to receive 
and buffer a neW division ratio control signal for each 
of said divider cells, to apply said buffered division 
ratio control signal to said divider cells, and to syn 
chronize an application of said buffered division ratio 
control signals to said divider cells With a status of a 
current division cycle. 

14. The communication device according to claim 13, 
Wherein said communication device is a mobile terminal. 

15. A communication system comprising at least one 
communication device With a frequency divider, Which 
frequency divider includes: 

a plurality of divider cells arranged in a chain, each 
divider cell being adapted to divide a frequency of an 
input signal With one of at least tWo enabled division 
ratios in accordance With an applied division ratio 
control signal, and each divider cell but the last one in 
said chain being adapted to provide a frequency divided 
signal as an input signal for a respective next divider 
cell in said chain; and 

at least one synchronization component adapted to receive 
and buffer a neW division ratio control signal for each 
of said divider cells, to apply said buffered division 
ratio control signal to said divider cells, and to syn 
chronize an application of said buffered division ratio 
control signals to said divider cells With a status of a 
current division cycle. 


